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Sammanfattning 

För att kunna bevara naturområden på ett varsamt sätt krävs en god förståelse för den 

biologiska mångfalden som lever där. Knubbsälen är en toppredator som påverkar och som 

påverkas av hela födokedjan och som spelar en avgörande roll i ekosystemet. Vissa sälar 

migrerar långa sträckor medan andra är relativt stationära, det är därför väldigt viktigt att vi 

lär oss förstå populationerna på en individuell nivå. Tidigare har man identifierat individer 

genom att fysiskt märka dem, i denna uppsats utforskades möjligheten att använda det 

naturliga pälsmönstret för att identifiera knubbsälsindivider genom fotoidentifiering. Bilderna 

processades i programmet Wild-ID. Dessutom uppskattades populationsstorlekarna på två 

olika lokaler i Gullmarsfjorden, Sverige. Identifikationsprogrammet fungerade bra och under 

projektets gång lyckades vi identifiera 58 potentiellt unika individer varav 22 identifierades 

med både dess högra och vänstra sida av ansiktet. Likhetspoängen som programmet gav de 

matchade bilderna var till 99% under 0.3 (0 = ingen likhet, 1 = exakta kopior) vilket är en 

relativt låg poäng, trots detta lyckades programmet ranka 75% av matchningarna som dess 

bästa förslag och 95% rankades som en av dess topp 10 förslag. Detta visar att även om 

likhetspoängen var väldigt låg kunde programmet ändå vanligtvis hitta den korrekta 

matchningen. Med den insamlade informationen och fångst-återfångststatistik kunde även 

populationsstorlekarna på två olika lokaler i fjorden uppskattas till 26 (12 – 60) individer 

respektive 73 (47 – 129) individer. Detta är första gången som identifiering av 

knubbsälsindivider utförs i Sverige med hjälp av foto-ID och är ett viktigt steg för att bättre 

förstå migrationer och spatiell struktur av knubbsälspopulationen. Denna information kan 

bidra till en bättre förvaltning och bevarande av våra marina ekosystem. 

 

Abstract 

To be able to preserve areas in nature in a careful way a good understanding of the 

biodiversity living there is needed. The harbour seals are a top predator that affect and is 

affected by the whole food chain and plays a vital role in the ecosystem. Some seals migrate 

long distances and some are relatively stationary, it is therefore very important that we can get 

to know the population on an individual level. Earlier, the way to identify an individual has 

been through physically tag them, this thesis explored both the possibility to use the natural 

patterns in the fur to identify individual harbour seals by Photo-ID. The images were 

processed using the software Wild-ID, the population sizes were estimated in two different 

locations in Gullmarsfjorden, Sweden. The software worked well, 58 potentially unique 

individuals were managed to be identified during the project, 22 of these with both their left 

and right side of their face. The similarity scores the software gave the matched images were 

to 99% scored beneath 0.3 (0 = no similarity, 1 = exact copies) which is a relatively low 

score. Still, the software ranked about 75% of the matches as the best suggestion and 95% as 

one of the top 10 suggestions. This shows that even though the scores were very low, the 

software could still usually pick out the correct match. With the information gathered and 

capture-recapture statistics, population sizes of two different locations in the fjord was 

estimated, 26 (12 – 60) individuals on one site and to 73 (47 – 129) on the other. This is the 

first time identification of harbour seal individuals in Sweden has been done with the help of 

photo-ID and it’s a important step for better understand migration and spatial structures by the 

harbour seal population. This information can lead to better management and conservation of 

our marine ecosystems.  
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1 Introduction 

Before the 20th century, marine mammals were seen as an important resource, but since the 

20th century, seals have by many been regarded as competitors to commercial fishery (Hansen 

& Harding, 2006). Because of the perceived competition, bounty hunting was introduced, and 

the Kattegat-Skagerrak population of harbour seals (Phoca vitulina) decreased from about 

18 000 individuals in the beginning of the 20th century to a size of 1 500 in the late 1960s 

(Heide-Jorgensen & Härkönen, 1988). Since then, marine mammals have been protected in 

Sweden, and many European countries, and the harbour seals in Skagerrak and Kattegat have 

therefore been able to recover to a population size of about 15 000 (Sokolova et al., 2018, 

Silva et al. 2021). The cod population in Kattegat on the other hand reached a spawning stock 

biomass of over 30 000 tonnes during the 1970s but have decreased with over 90% since then 

due to overfishing and environmental degradation of the marine ecosystem (SLU, 2020). 

According to Chen et al. (2005), cod migration is usually density-dependent, i.e. they move 

from an area when the abundance in the area gets too big. The migration can also be caused 

by currents, this is especially common for age 1 cod (Chen et al., 2005). Bjørge et al. (2002) 

found that a harbour seal eats on average 4 kg of fish per day and that cod make up about 20% 

of that diet during some seasons. However, the prey choice is highly opportunistic and varies 

from season to season, among regions and years (Scharff-Olsen et al., 2020). Hansson et al. 

(2017) writes in an article about the competition for fish between fisheries, seals and birds in 

the Baltic Sea that the pressure on the largest fish stocks, i.e. herring, sprat and cod, is 

relatively small by seals and birds if you compare it to commercial fishery. They also note 

that the fishery for these species is not much affected by seals or birds, while seals and birds 

may be exposed to competition from the fishery (Hansson et al., 2017). Seals in general do 

cost the fishing industry economic loss locally, grey seals in the Baltic sea is known both by 

damaging gear and by eating fish from the gear at specific fish traps (Westerberg et al., 2006).  

 

 

The harbour seal in Scandinavian waters has recovered in abundance which have led to 

increased hunting quotas. Harbour seals are known to have high site fidelity (Härkönen et al., 

1999) and the spatial distribution of where seals are allowed to be hunted is not regulated. A 

high local hunt on single colonies can have a large effect on genetic diversity in the local seal 

colonies and long-term viability (Silva et al., 2021). Therefore it is of uttermost importance to 

study spatial migrations and site fidelity, and to develop non-invasive efficient methods. 

Earlier studies have applied freeze brands (Härkönen et al., 1999), flipper tags (Hastings et al., 

2012) and GPS-trackers (Thomas et al., 2011) which force you to physically mark the animals 

which all are invasive methods that puts the seals under stress. Several studies have developed 

photo-ID as a non-invasive tagging technique which works well on some species such as grey 

seals, where pelage patterns are sufficiently unique. Recently, software for photo-ID on 

harbour seals was examined (Langley et al., 2021) and had promising results with image 

analysis software to find matching patterns and thus re-observations. The data could be 

treated as mark-recapture statistics and provide information on seal abundance and migration 

patterns. The inventors of the software that later was decided to be used here, Wild-ID, wrote 

in their paper that the photographic mark-recapture method has three conditions that it 

requires. First requirement is that photographing the individuals can be made by either remote 

cameras, while captured or free ranging. Second, they have some individual pattern that make 

them distinguishable among others. Lastly, the pattern need to be stable during the projects 

period and that differing conditions doesn’t hinder recognition when photographed (Bolger et 

al., 2012). This study was focusing on a local population at the Swedish west coast outside 

Lysekil. 
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1.1 Harbour seals in Kattegat-Skagerrak and conflict with fishery 

Since the 70s, the cod population has declined drastically along the western coast of Sweden 

as well as in the region of the Gullmar fjord (Länsstyrelsen Västra Götaland, 2022). The fjord 

got protected 2012 by banning fishing of species like cod, haddock and pollock with the belief 

that this would make the cod population to return (Havs- och vattenmyndighetens 

författningssamling, 2011). Now, many years after, the population still have not recovered, 

and seals are sometimes blamed for eating all the cod. To be able to manage the area in a 

good way, we must get an understanding of not only the diet composition of the seals in the 

area, but also of how many harbour seals that search for prey inside the fjord and if it’s the 

same individuals all the time or if it shifts. Depending on the result, the way of conservation 

could vary a lot. If it, for example, is the same 10 individuals that live in the fjord all the time, 

shooting 10 would eliminate the whole population. If the 10 individuals on the other hand 

shifts every now and then and the real number of individuals that is coming in and out of the 

area is a lot bigger, shooting 10 might not help reduce cod predation. Some people will prefer 

to keep the area free of seals to protect the cod while others want to conserve the population 

of seals that the area contains. Either way, it is critical to collect more knowledge about the 

population and make an inventory of the individuals in the area to be able to make a 

successful local management plan. For this, a trustworthy method needs to be found for 

identification on harbour seals and with it collect more knowledge of the population.  

 

 

1.2 Scientific aim 

The first aim of this study is to investigate the feasibility of using the photo-ID method on 

Scandinavian harbour seals. Another ambition is to set a protocol for how to collect, store and 

analyse photos of the animal. A further aim is to use the photos to identify individuals and 

with this estimate population sizes on some locations inside the fjord.  

 

 

2 Materials and methods 

2.1 Preparation 

To be able to evaluate photo-ID as a method some first photos were collected and different 

softwares were evaluated. The project started with literature search of photoidentification in 

general and photo-ID on harbour seals in particular. Langley et al. (2021) found that among 

three softwares, ExtractCompare, Wild-ID and I3S Pattern, Wild-ID worked best for harbour 

seals (Langley et al., 2021). They ranked the quality of their images between 1 and 4 and used 

only those ranked ≥ 3. Another study used amphibians to compare software’s ability to 

recognize individuals and the software’s they used was Wild-ID, I3S Pattern+, APHIS, and 

AmphIdent and with different qualities of the photos, AmphIdent performed the best (Matthé 

et al., 2017). After some research Wild-ID was chosen as the first choice in this study but 

another software might have worked just as well. As tools for photographing, a Canon EOS 

90d camera with a Sigma 150-600 mm f/5-6.3 lens and a sturdy tripod was used. Game 

cameras were also used to see if that was an possible approach to take as well. Some photos 

were collected in Slottsskogen, a zoo in Gothenburg, of captive harbour seals. Photographing 

in Slottsskogen was done to try out how the software worked and get an appreciation in 

beforehand of what kinds of photos were needed for the identification to work, i.e. the quality 

of the photo and if whole body images, side of face or simply front face photos, were needed. 

The photos were decided to be saved as RAW-files and later converted into JPEG. This to 

save as much information as possible to better have the possibility to edit the photos in case of 
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e.g. overexposure. With this material, an attempt to identify the individuals was made by 

analysing the images with the selected computer recognition software.  

 

  

Figure 1: The two camera types. Three game cameras and one system camera were used during the project. 

 

. 

2.2 Field work 

When in field, two locations in Gullmarsfjorden were selected where seals have been seen 

hauling numerous of times. These were Hågarnsskären, located in the outer fjord of 

Kristineberg, and Ärten, located in the inner fjord about 15 km from Hågarnsskären (figure 2). 

Ärten is a relatively high island with some vegetation which creates an opportunity to hide out 

of sight from the seals, making it more likely for the seals to come close to the island and be 

comfortable enough to lie on the rocks. Hågarnsskären on the other hand is some rocks 

pointing up over the surface. This makes it much easier for the seals to spot you which lower 

the chance of them going up on the rocks but enables you on the other hand to get closer to 

the water level. 
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Figure 2: Selected locations. Kristineberg marine station is located at the brink where the fjord goes out to the 

sea. Hågarnsskären and Ärten is located about 1 Nm and 9 Nm inside the fjords gap (image source: Google 

Earth). 

 

 

According to local knowledge (unpublished) the seals are most active inside the fjord from 

spring until about midsummer, after midsummer observations are less common. This is the 

time when they give birth (SLU, n.d.) and the time when people start getting out more on their 

boats moving through the archipelago, and therefore a decision was made to only do the field 

work until midsummer and then focus on analysing the data to not stress the seals more than 

necessary. Three weeks were spent out in field, spread out over the projects first half, the 26-

28th of April, 18-20th of May and the 10-12th of June. The weeks were spread like this to lower 

the risk of only getting the same individuals if they hung out there for only a short period and 

then moved on. When in field, the seals were photographed sometimes from the boat but most 

often from a nearby island. Photographing from boats worked when the water was relatively 

calm and it was possible to come at least within 50 meters from the seals, the closer the better. 

Most photos were instead taken from a nearby island, approximately 20-30 meters from their 

anticipated haul out rock. Usually, the photographer was dropped off in the morning on an 

island and then picked up again in the afternoon, in the best of cases without getting any 

attention from the seals. In these cases, several seals and several parts of them could be 

photographed on individuals on a pretty close range. This was found to be the most successful 

way of photographing and where therefore later chosen as preferred method. Game cameras 

was also rigged on some island by tying the cameras to steady rocks on the island and placed 

the rocks a couple of meters from the water’s edge. This creates a possibility to photograph 

for a much longer period and decrease the risk of disturbing the seals as much by our 

presence.  

 

 

2.3 Wild-ID 

Between the weeks in field, time was used to go through the images taken previous and 

analyse them. The photos were sorted into different folders depending on date and location. 

The ones that were seen as good enough for analysing were cropped so most of the 
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surrounding was removed and the RAW-file were converted into JPEG. The software Wild-

ID could now be used to find the same individual on different photos. Wild-ID uses a SIFT 

(Scale Invariant Feature Transform) algorithm to compare images and identify patterns in 

photographs (Bolger et al., 2012). The algorithm takes information from the image and 

transform different features of the image into coordinates independent of scale (Lowe, 2004). 

According to Lowe, the inventor of SIFT, a 500x500 sized image usually generate about 2000 

stable features. The software then saves these features in a database and when a new image is 

added, the software compares these new features with the database and tries to find a 

matching candidate based on the Euclidean distance of the features (Lowe, 2004). Another 

asset of SIFT is that it is relatively unaffected by scale, rotation etc., this is very important 

since it’s usually very hard to get photos in the same angle and scale when it comes to 

photographing wild animals (See Bolger et al., 2012). This enables us to use a big number of 

images, and therefore to have a big sample and identify big populations, without having to go 

through and compare every single photo which would both be very time consuming and be 

practically impossible to do by eye. Instead, the software quickly compares the focal image 

with the database and takes forward only the top 20 best matches according to the software 

itself. 

 

 
Figure 3: SIFT example. A self-made image for pedagogic reason to show how SIFT works. The two upper 

images represent the focal image, they are exactly the same. The lower images represent two different comparing 

images, the one to the left is a different image of the same individual as the ones on top and the one to the right is 

another individual. The red lines symbol some matching features between the images. Because the two images to 

the left is the same images and the two to the right is not, the two to the left should hopefully get a higher 

similarity score. 

 

 

Since the software shows the top 20 best matches, these still had to been compared and paired 

together manually. In figure 4a and 4b you can see an example from when the software selects 

the best match. The upper and lower left photo is the same image and is the one that the 

software is trying to find a match to, the focal image. The square in the upper right contains 

the 20 suggestions that the software have chosen starting with the number 1 ranked suggestion 

furthest to the left and the lower ranked photos follows to the right. In the lower right appears 

the active comparison window showing the image that the focal image is compared to. Under 
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this photo sits the matching score as the goodness of fit score between the candidate matching 

and the focal image. If it’s a match, the accept button is used, if not, the next images is 

examined and if no image match the focal image, the press ‘reject all’ option is used. 

Goodness of fit is a measurement of how well a predicted probability distribution matches 

observations, i.e. how well a focal image matches a comparison image (Kang et al., 2021). 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4a & 4b: Wild-ID. In figure 4a, the software takes forward a candidate that matches the focal image 

nicely and the observer have no real problem matching these two together. In figure 4b on the other hand is an 

example that shows that this is not always the case, here the only real match is ranked 18 of 20 and has a score of 

0.0000 meaning that the software can’t find any similarities worth noting (the score is actually 0.000001) 

meanwhile a observer can easily see that these the same individual. 

 

2.4 Creating a data base 

After going through all images in the software a txt-file was created noting the images 

matching score. In addition to self-notes taken in field, different images of the same 
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individuals could be paired together creating a data base with the various unique individuals. 

These files were named with the species name, part photographed, date, location and file 

name. An example of this could be PV00001_L_28_04_22_GÄ_IMG_3914. PV stands for 

Phoca vitulina. 00001 is the given number of this individual, 5 numbers were given because 

of the total population size of the species in our waters. The part photographed is shorted as L 

(left), R (right), F (front) of the face, N (neck), T (throat), BL (body left) or BR (body right). 

The date is written as dd_mm_yy. GÄ stands for Gullmarsfjorden Ärten and is the location 

for the photograph, Hågarnsskären would be called GH. IMG_3914 is simply the image name 

and helps while analysing. 

 

 

The unique individuals were first sorted into folders for “unique for this day”, later to “unique 

for this week” and finally into a folder of “unique for total time of project”. This last folder 

could in the end be used to compare with the unique for each day and each week to compile 

data on which individuals that had been observed in each day or week and should be able to 

cover all individuals caught on camera during this period. An example of this could be seen in 

figure 5a and 5b where in fig. 5a the scores are from the 12th of June and show some 

representative matching scores (numbers to the right), some images where it was a match but 

the goodness of fit score is, as it often is, under 0.1 or 10%, and some where matching images 

from this folder could not be found (“NONE”). Figure 5b shows some of the scores from txt-

file for comparing the unique individuals with images from the 28th of May. When the score 

is 1.000000 it means that the focal image is identical to the candidate matching image, 

proposing it is the exact same image. The score of e.g. 0.002002 indicates that it is two 

different images where the user have chosen to match the two, meaning that the photos match 

each other for about 0.2% according to the software but a user can still pair the two. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5a & 5b: Matching score generated by the software. Fig. 5a shows some of the scores from the 12th of 

June meanwhile fig. 5b show some matching scores between the unique individuals and images from the 28th of 

May. 

 

2.5 Evaluation of correct identification 

To be able to evaluate the credibility of the software, the softwares ability to do the right 

choices was tested when identifying the different images. This was done by estimating 

scoring differences in cropping sizes and estimating the false acceptance rate (FAR) and the 
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false rejection rate (FRR). The FAR is an estimation of how likely the software is to match 

two images together that is not the same individual. The FRR is therefore the opposite, i.e. the 

probability that the software will miss to match two images that is the same individual. 

 

 

2.5.1 How cropping size influence matching score 
To evaluate the differences in matching scores depending on the images cropped sizes, a 

folder for unique seals for each day was used. There, every fifth seal were selected started on 

seal 2 and 5, this to randomize which images that are selected but not risk that two following 

images is selected that is a bit too alike. In this way 85 images are selected and two folders is 

made with copies of these in both, one where the images is normally cropped, i.e. with some 

background left, and one where the background is gone all together. The differences in 

scoring between these could then be tested. Note that only the highest scored match for each 

focal image were selected because of the difficulty of keeping track of every match. The 

software was run four times. One time with the folder containing cropped images where still 

some background was left and a second time with all the background outcropped. The 

matches made were noted for both folders before the software were used a third and fourth 

time when the folders were re-run but this time with the scores from the first two rounds at 

hand as well to compare with, this to make sure that no match that was available as a 

suggestion was missed on one but found on the other. The final number of matches as well as 

the average and median score for the different folders were then put together. 

 

 
Figure 6: Flow diagram for the effect of cropping size. Selected images were transferred to two folders where 

(i) they in one folder was cropped with some background left and one without background. (ii) These were then 

each run in Wild-ID and the score and matched images were noted before (iii) the same folders were re-run in 

the software but this time with the results from earlier at hand. The final scores could then be put together. 

 

2.5.2 Estimation of false acceptance and rejection rate 
For an evaluation of FAR and FRR, inspiration was taken from the method of the software’s 

creators (Bolger et al., 2012).  Two images of the same side of 26 pairs of unique seals were 

selected. The photos were selected that you were able to identify the seal but not necessarily 

the exact same angle or only the same part of body, some could be that one side of face 

should be matched with the same side but of both face and body. In addition to these, another 

18 images of different seals were added, making a stock of in total 70 images. This created an 

opportunity to make 26 false rejections (rejecting an image that is known to be a match) and 
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at least 18 false acceptance (matching two different individuals). One testing round was made 

to ensure that all pairs were at least ranked top 20 with its matching image, if it wasn’t, one 

image was swapped with another of the same individual (examples of such occasions can be 

seen in the results) so that no FARs or FRRs were forced. The testing round was also made to 

note the matching images ranking and the score of them. Two persons that hasn’t been 

included in the project were asked to do the matching after getting a small introduction in how 

the software works. With their results, a rate of false acceptance and rejection could be 

estimated. However, a problem with this method is that it more tests the user of the software 

than the software itself. Matching scores were therefore also collected from the whole project 

and their ranking, in total 295 scores, in an excel-file to calculate the software’s FRR 

depending on different thresholds. This was done by selecting a range of thresholds, 0.9, 0.5, 

0.25, 0.2, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001 and 0.000001, where the last one is the lowest score the 

software can give. Excels “IF”-function was used where every match with a score above or at 

the threshold was marked with a 0 and every match with a score below the threshold was 

marked with a one. A total for each threshold was summed and a false rejection rate of the 

software was calculated by dividing the sum with the total number of samples. Did was made 

for all matches with a ranking of top 20 as well as for top 10 and top 1. As done by Langley et 

al., (2021) the cumulative density function (CDF) were also calculated, which simply is the 

cumulated sum of matches found at one rank divided by the total number of matches 

available. 

 

 

2.6 An estimation of population sizes 

The third aim of the project was to get some population information about the studied seals in 

the fjord. A capture-recapture method could then be applied by the use of notes taken about 

days and locations each seal had been observed to calculate the population sizes for each 

island. Capture-recapture, or mark-recapture as it also is called, is a method where you collect 

a sample of individuals on one encounter, mark them and then later collect a new sample. 

Between the sampling occasions there must be enough time for the individuals to once again 

mix with the rest of the population, this is to not accidentally capture some individuals more 

often than you usually should in a natural setting (Urian et al., 2014). With a number of 

captured and recaptured individuals, Schnabels method could be used to calculate an 

estimation of the population size as follows (Krebs, 2014): 

𝑁′ =  
∑ 𝐶𝑡𝑀𝑡

∑ 𝑅𝑡
 

𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (
1

𝑁′
) =  

∑ 𝑅𝑡

(𝐶𝑡𝑀𝑡)2
 

𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑓 (
1

𝑁′
) =  √𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (

1

𝑁′
) 

where N’ is the estimated population, Ct is the quantity of captured individuals at time t, Mt is 

the quantity of total marked individuals at time t, and Rt is the quantity of marked individuals 

at time t. With the help of a table in the book Ecological Methodology by Krebs (2014), ΣRt 

in the equation for estimated population can be replaced with a number derived from the table 

and in that way calculate the upper and lower confidence limits as well. 
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3 Results 

3.1 Unique individuals 

Individual seals in Gullmarsfjorden were managed to successfully be identified through both 

manual recognition by researchers and by the automated software. All images that were used 

was taken with the system camera, the game cameras did unfortunately turn out not to work as 

well as aspirated. While you could get a rough estimate of how many seals that had been 

there, the images from the game cameras weren’t sharp enough to enable us to pick out any 

individuals. During the project 59 ‘unique’ individuals have been observed, photographed and 

saved to the data base. Of these, 22 have been identified with both the left and right side of the 

head, meanwhile of the remaining 37 individuals, 15 have been identified with only the left 

side, 17 with only the right, 5 individuals is solely of the front and not with either the left or 

the right side. Some of these 37 could still be two sides of the same individual but this without 

the possibility of determination.  

 

 

Figure 7: Photographed parts. This shows the number of the ‘unique’ seals on the y-axis and what specific part 

of the body that has been photographed on the x-axis. If the same individual has both been photographed on the 

left and right side, it will be included in both these columns. Note: Left and right side have been used to identify 

the seals and is therefore photographed on almost every seal except 5 where only the front was photographed. 

Neck, throat, and body pictures is almost only used on individuals that already have been identified with another 

image. 

 

 

3.2 Misidentification error 

3.2.1 Cropping size affection on matching score 
As mentioned in section 2.5.1, the software was run four times. In the first round with the 

folder containing cropped images where still some background is left, 23 pairs were spotted. 

The second time the software was run it contained the folder with all the background 

outcropped and there 25 pairs were observed. The third and fourth times, these two folders 

were re-run but with the scores from the first two rounds at hand. The final number of 

matches for the different folders became 23 for the folder with some background and 25 for 
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the one without any background remaining. The average score for these were 0.017 for those 

with some background left and 0.021 for the ones without background. The median for these 

were 0.0010 vs 0.0015. 

 

Figure 8: Many angels of one seal. The figure above shows different images of seal individual PV00001. All 

sides of this seal have successfully been identified and with this set of photos, any photo taken of this individual 

in the future should be able to be matched.  

 

 

3.2.2 FAR and FRR  
FAR and FRR were calculated to evaluate the credibility of Wild-ID as an identification 

software. During the first test round for the false rejection and acceptance rate, a total of 9 of 

our 26 pairs didn’t show up as one of the top 20 suggestions. These are gathered in figure 9 

which shows both the two first images that didn’t show up as a match and what image that 

was added instead of one of the originals. In the first round, 10/26 matches were ranked as the 

top 1 suggestion, 15/26 were top 10 and 17 of our 26 pairs were ranked top 20. After the 

change of images for those not ranked as top 20 suggestions, 17/26 were ranked top 1, 23/26 

as top 10 and all of them were at least top 20. The test persons had a cumulated false rejection 

rate of 15 percent and a false acceptance rate of 8 percent. The software’s FRR by different 

thresholds is shown in figure 10. The number of top 20 matches were 295, 279 was ranked as 

top 10 and 219 was ranked as top 1. The similarity score for the thresholds 0.5 and 0.9 was 

excluded in the figure meanwhile 0.3 and 0.05 was added for esthetical reasons. The CDF for 

the top 1 ranked matches was calculated to 219/295 = 0.74, top 5 to 0.91 and top 10 as 0.95. 
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Figure 9: Exchanged images. To the left is the original match that didn’t show up as a suggested match among 

the top 20 candidates, the right one of these got swopped against the image to the right. This gives an 

appreciation of what differences the software can cope with and, maybe more important, what it can’t. 
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Figure 10: Thresholds for FRR. The rate of falsely rejected matches (y-axis) depending on different matching 

score thresholds (x-axis). 

 

 

3.3 Populations magnitude  

In total, 17 seals were observed and saved to the data base at Ärten and 44 individuals at 

Hågarnsskären. With this, the total population sizes were estimated to about 26 individuals at 

Ärten, with a variance of the reciprocal of the population (1/N) of 0.00025 and a standard 

error of 0.016. The 95% confidence limits for Ärten were calculated to 12 – 60. The island of 

Hågarnsskären on the other hand was estimated to a population of about 73 individuals, a 

variance of 1.1 x 10-5, a standard error of 3.3 x 10-3 and a 95% confidence limit of 47 – 129 

individuals. 

 

 
 

 
Table 1a & 1b: Population size. The tables above contain the numbers of individuals observed at each 

sampling occasion and the numbers needed for estimating the populations sizes of Ärten and Hågarnsskären. 

Ärten # caught # recaptures # new caught Total tagged

1st capture 8 0 8 0

2nd capture 9 3 6 8

3rd capture 6 3 3 14

Total 23 6 17 17

Hågarnsskären # caught # recaptures # new caught Total tagged

1st capture 4 0 4 0

2nd capture 1 0 1 4

3rd capture 16 3 13 5

4th capture 7 1 6 18

5th capture 13 3 10 24

6th capture 13 8 5 34

7th capture 7 2 5 39

Total 61 17 44 44
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4 Discussion 

This is the first time that software identification of harbour seal individuals has been done in 

Sweden and it is a big break through that the left and the right side of 22 unique seals have 

successfully been linked together. The project has given a lot of useful knowledge about 

photo-identification and hopefully this will be the beginning of a large data base of our 

Swedish harbour seal population. 
 

 

4.1 About the data base 

To begin with, one learned experience is that the side of the seals face is a good part to aim 

for and there is plenty of reasons for this. This area of the seal contains a lot more patterns 

than the front face and it got both eyes and ears which is two practical referencing points that 

the body doesn’t have. Furthermore, the seals get scared more easily when they’re on land and 

you will therefore usually not get as close to them as when they are in the water, and if they 

are in the water, the head is the only part of the seal that you will be able to photograph and 

the fur will be wet. Dry versus wet fur changes the colours of the fur and the patterns 

visibility, they tend to have a lighter colour when they are dry and the patterns isn’t as visible 

meanwhile the suns reflection is more comprehensive when the fur is wet which can make it 

impossible to see any patterns at all. Important to mention here is to keep your distance to the 

seal, don’t put unnecessary stress on them by going to close, let them come to you instead, 

many of them are curious by nature and are likely to come close enough if you only show 

some patience. A preferred method was also to sit on an island instead of trying to photograph 

from the boat. Reasons for this was that it is much easier to get a sharp image when using the 

tripod on land than when you are on a boat that is almost never completely still. On a boat the 

seals will also for sure know where you are all the time and will therefore mostly look straight 

at you, not giving you the chance to photograph the sides, on land you may have the 

possibility to hide or at least not seem threatening. The seals alternate between popping up 

their head over the water and swimming beneath the surface all the time so you have to stay 

alert and don’t be too confident that it is the same seal that keeps popping up but if it is and 

you succeed on photographing different sides of it, be sure to make a note so that you 

remember it for later, these notes can later be decisive when you want to link different sides 

of the seals together. Another important part of this is the fact that the image name was saved 

in the filename. At first this wasn’t the plan and it was only kept for the moment to easier 

know where to find the image again but it soon turned out to be a critical help many times and 

was therefore later decided to be a part of the name of the file for the unique seals images. A 

suggestion moving forward would  be to focus on photographing the sides of the head but of 

course photograph the body as well if possible. Also make sure to do the homework in 

beforehand regarding islands the seals like to visit and if there are any possible observation 

spots nearby to photograph from. To spend some hours on one location gives you a better 

appreciation of the true number of seals that lives in that area than if you were to go with the 

boat from location to location and only stay for a couple of minutes. While sitting and hiding 

on the island Ärten during this project it got demonstrated several times that when a boat 

approached the island, the seals would usually disappear and then stay gone until the boat had 

moved on again. One example of this was on the 28 of April when the seals had been pretty 

active in the morning, laying for short times on the rocks. At 11:47 a man in a boat 

approached the island and stopped just by the rocks that the seals had explored not long 

before. No seals were observed during the mans visit except a couple of heads popping up 

some 300 meters away. At 12:13 the boat left again and the seals returned at 12:45. The 
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bottom line with this is that the chance for you to get closer to the true number of individuals 

in an area is generally higher if you stay put on one location and try to get as little attention as 

possible instead of going from location to location hunting the seals. 

 

Figure 11: The rock at Ärten. This photo is taken at 11:32 the same day as described in the text above and the 

boat put down the anchor about 5-10 meters to the right of the rock. On the image PV00001 is laying on the rock 

and looking at PV00009. 

 

 

4.2 About the unique individuals 

As mentioned in the results, not all the 59 “unique” individuals can for sure be said to be 

unique. 22 of these are unique with both their left and right side identified but for the 

remaining 37 only one side is photographed and therefore there is a chance that some of these 

could be the same individual after all and this must be considered both in the future and in the 

calculations made in this paper. Next part is to expend the data base and maybe in that way 

also pair together more left and right sides of the seals. 

 

 

4.3 About the misidentification error 

As seen in section 3.2.1, the cropping size do affect the software’s matching ability. Because 

the software looks at the similarities for the whole image, it is important to erase as much 

unimportant parts of the image as possible. In our test, both kinds of images are cropped, but 

some still have a little part of the background left and some don’t have any background at all. 

The result that the ones without any background had both more matches and a higher score 

shows that the software works better the less background the image has. The same thing was 

observed by Halloran et al. (2014) who writes in their article about photo-ID on giraffes that 

the only variable that has a significant effect on identification success is the complexity of the 

background and that the act of removing this reduced their identification error by over 50%. 

My recommendation for further studies is therefore to crop the images as much as possible, 
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preferably remove the background all together if the time is at hand but if not, just cropping 

down to a narrow square of the seal with only a small portion of the background left will 

probably be enough for the software to do its job.  

 

 

Two other important factors for the ability of the software to match the images is the quality 

of the image and the difference in angle. Examples of this is demonstrated in figure 9. The 

first image shows the importance of quality where the one that got switched is almost 

identical to the one used instead in all aspects except the quality of the photo, the one 

removed wasn’t even suggested as top 20 meanwhile the replacement got ranked top 1. The 

importance of angle is shown in many of them, but one is image 6 where the quality is almost 

better in the one that got rejected but the angle makes it too hard for the software to see the 

similarities, also here did the ranking of the match go from not even appear in top 20 to 

becoming the top 1. The importance of image quality has been observed in other articles as 

well, one of these is made by Bendik et al. where they compared the image quality effect on 

FRR using Wild-ID on amphibians. They found that the FRR decreased from about 16% with 

lower quality images to lower than 1% when using images of high quality, i.e. high resolution, 

good focus and a usable angle of the subject (Bendik et al., 2013). To get a better 

understanding of how angle and quality is affecting the identification of harbour seals it 

would be wise to explore this with further studies. 

 

Figure 12: Kissing pair. It was a common sight to see the seals play around with each other, chasing each other 

and smack their flippers on the water surface. It seemed as some of them stayed together and at this moment 

PV00005 (one of two seals that has been observed at both locations) to the left and PV00003 to the right gave 

each other a gentle kiss. 
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The graph in figure 10 show us that 99% of the matching images gets a score lower than 0.3 

and more than 50% gets a score lower than 0.01, i.e. 1% similarity. The fact that the top 1 

ranked only has a false rejection rate of 0.26 at 0.000001 shows that about 75% of all matches 

is covered by only looking at the top 1 suggestions, this implicates that the software works 

good, even though it may not be perfect. One way to speed up the process could be to 

programme the software to pick out fewer matching candidates, this would maybe save some 

time but could also lead to that a few matches fails to be detected. The feeling is the same 

from using it, it may have some problems finding the similarities sometimes, even missing it 

completely at times, but it is easy to use and it does make the work a lot easier. It for sure 

wouldn’t be possible to go through the images and find the matches without it but with the 

help of a software like this the project can now easily be scaled up and involve a lot more 

seals and get a larger sample size. The software is made using the patterns of giraffes and 

maybe that is where it works the best. During this project a new software was launched called 

SealNet, specifying on harbour seals (see Birenbaum et al., 2022). Unfortunately, it hasn’t 

been possible to test SealNet as well, but it would be interesting as comparison and the 

software looks very promising. But the fact remains that you only have to crop the image a bit 

and then import the image before Wild-ID is good to go, meanwhile most other softwares, 

SealNet included, needs to get the eyes, nose and mouth marked before it is ready which, of 

course, also takes some time. The CDF for Wild-ID of 74% for top 1 ranked and 91% for top 

5 can be compared with about 53% for top 1 ranked and 60% for top 5 ranked in the article by 

Langley et al. (2021) and the SealNets scores of 88% for top 1 ranked and 96% for top 5 

(Birenbaum et al., 2022). The comparison may on the other hand be a bit misleading since the 

CDF and FRR is based on matches made, therefore top 20 ranked suggestions will for sure 

consist of 100% of the matches, this is certainly not the case for Wild-ID in Langley et al. and 

perhaps not in Birenbaum et al. either, the latter is a bit unknown of how they have proceeded. 

But it offers an appreciation on the proportion that has been ranked top 1 or top 5 and it 

provides us, nonetheless, with a perception of how well the software is working. 
 

 

4.4 About the estimated population 

As earlier noted, the estimated population sizes for the islands were 26 (12 – 60) for Ärten 

and 73 (47 – 129) for Hågarnsskären. Important to mention is that this is only a first 

estimation, more observations and sampling occasions are needed for making these numbers 

more trustworthy. One reason for this is the fact that at least two of the individuals have been 

observed at both locations which has been disregarded in the calculations. Another 

uncertainty is that only 22 of our 59 individuals have been identified with both the left and 

right side, meaning that some of the remaining 37 individuals still could be the same 

individual without our current knowledge. Ways to avoid the risk of identifying the same 

individual as different seals is to restrict the images to an adequate quality to lower the risk of 

misidentification, only use individuals that’s been observed with both sides or abiding by one 

side of the seal though this will decrease the size of the data base (Hiby et al., 2012). But even 

though our data base creates an uncertainty for our estimations, it still gives us some 

appreciation of the population sizes and it retains a lot more information than the ones that 

only was identified on both or a particular side were to be eliminated. A last uncertainty to 

mention is the actuality that a various of time were spent on each location at different capture 

occasions. Some days, a whole day could be spent on the same island photographing all the 

seals that was observed. Other days the whole capture occasion composed of moving by with 

the boat, on such a day maybe only five minutes would be spent at the location trying to 

photograph the observed seals but probably without being able to capture all individuals 
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present. Moving forward, a suggestion would be to pick some interesting locations, only 

spend full days on a single location or at least choose for how long you should stay there each 

time and make sure to cover the occasions fully and equally. If you have a great lens and a 

steady boat you could visit haul-out islands to be able to catch a bigger portion of the 

population but if not, the recommendation would be to pick an observation spot and wait for 

the seals to come to you. This takes a bit more preparation and beforehand knowledge but is, 

in my opinion, the more successful way to do it. 

 

 

4.5 Preservation of seal and fish in the Gullmar fjord 

With the data collected in this project an assumption can be made that the seal migrates 

between the archipelago and the outer parts of the fjord often. Proof of seals moving from the 

inner parts of the fjord to the outer parts is also collected and it is therefore also likely that 

they may move from the archipelago all the way to islands as Ärten. Observations for longer 

periods are necessary to be able to show if some individuals are stationary for the bigger parts 

of the year or if they all move in and out of the fjord. The seals are, as earlier mentioned, a 

highly opportunistic hunter and will eat the fish that is most common (Scharff-Olsen et al., 

2020). For the moment, this isn’t the cod and the seals impact on the cod population should, 

according to Hansen and Hårding (2006), be negligible. This suggests that a shooting of seals 

probably wouldn’t have the desired impact. 

 

Figure 13: Dinner time. The seals didn’t play all the time, here PV00031 enjoyed a freshly caught dinner 

consisting of what seems to be a garfish.  
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Conclusion 

Overall, the software has proven its use and that it is a massive help when you have to sort 

through a large data base for matching images, it surely isn’t flawless but it simplifies the job 

enormously, is easy to use and gets most matches right. A project like creating a data base of 

unique individuals would feel completely overwhelming without a software like this. You 

can’t pick out all unique individuals in one go with the software because it will miss some and 

you will miss some but by narrowing down the data base you will eventually get there. The 

time it will take will also decrease with experience, the number of images that got processed 

in a whole day in the beginning took only an hour or two after some time and this with a 

lower amount of false rejections. The risk of falsely accepting an individual because of the 

software is practically zero because of the fact that you have to accept the matches manually. 

As mentioned earlier, it would be interested to compare Wild-ID to the new and harbour seal 

specific SealNet. Maybe SealNet is the way to go but Wild-ID certainly gets the job done and 

is user-friendly. A better ability to match images with different quality or angles would be 

preferable but it is better that the software gives too low scores to the matches than the other 

way around. Unfortunately, a similarity score or ranking threshold where all suggestions 

over/under that could be disregarded couldn’t be found, but it was shown that 99% of the 

matches got a score under 0.3 and that even though the similarity scores were so low, about ¾ 

of the matches got ranked as the top 1 suggestion and 95% as the top 10. A critical next step is 

to revisit the locations once the seals have moulted again to make sure that the patterns remain 

and can be used for identification in all future years. The aims of creating a data base and 

setting a protocol for the implementation was fulfilled and once we know that this can be used 

for the years ahead, it can then easily be extended to more individuals, evaluation of the effect 

of image quality, photographing angles, how dry and wet fur influence matching ability, 

differences between colonies, of cameras and so on. All this would expand our understanding 

of what is needed and preferred in the work of identifying individual harbour seals and is 

critical knowledge when it comes to understand the populations and to better care for nature.  
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